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Introduction and motivation

• Human influence on the natural environment has intensified, and 
the earth has entered the stage of Anthropocene. 

• Earth surface processes are gradually dominated by human 
behavior, resulting in numerous resources, disasters and 
ecological problems. 

• The ecosystem services of 60% are degradation in the world. 

• The one of major challenges facing the world's people are 
meeting the needs of people today and in the future, and 
sustaining atmosphere, water, soil and biological products 
which provided by ecosystems.

• To face this dramatic future and to archive sustainability that 
cannot be ignored, it is first of all essential to understand what it 
is. Understand the "Human-Earth system", which is both 
simple to explain in a few lines and incredibly complicated and 
complex to analyze.
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General overview of the 
course
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• The objective of this course is to offer an in-depth knowledge of the "Earth system" to allow a synthetic 
analysis of the major issues of sustainable development in a complex and dynamic world. 

• After taking this course, students will be able: 

i. To acquire basic knowledge about the physical systems of the Earth in composition, structure and the 
active processes inside them; 

ii. To understand the place of the human system as part of the Earth systems; 

iii. To understand and assess the way that human impacts on and changes the Earth system; 

iv. To understand the responses of the Earth System to Human Activities; 

v. To understand the global change and to identify how sustainability, both of societies and the 
environment; 

vi. To demonstrate an understanding of the dimension sustainability, including cultural, environmental, 
economic, and political systems; 

vii. To understand the role of ecosystem and landscape, their services to sustainable human community 
management.

Learning objectives
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The course composes of six parts: 

1. Earth as an integrated and complex system.

2. The Anthropocene Era: How Humans Are Changing the Earth System.

3. The Responses of the Earth System to Human Activities.

4. Global change and sustainability.

5. Ecosystem and landscape service management for sustainability.

6. The contribution of information to sustainable development.

Parts of the course

General overview of the 
course



General overview of the 
course

• Earth is a holistic, complex and dynamic system of interacting physical, chemical and 

biological elements and processes. It is often represented by interlinking and interacting 

"spheres": atmosphere (air), hydrosphere (water), biosphere (life) and geosphere (rock 

and soil). The solar radiation is the source of driving energy for the Earth system. In 

reality, no part of the Earth system can be considered in isolation from any other part.

• The first part of the course is designed to introduce the fundamental knowkledge of the 

Earth system, and the key processes that affect its operation and stability, including: 

i. the global energy balance and greenhouse effect; 

ii. the atmospheric circulation system; 

iii. the circulation of the oceans and the solid Earth; 

iv. metabolism, ecosystem and biodiversity; 

v. recycling of the nutrients and materials; 

vi. important of history and culture; 

vii. effectiveness of cultural change; 

viii. heritage conservation and urgent safeguarding. 

P1. Eath as an integrated and complex 
system
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General overview of the 
course

• The Anthropocene concept is important because it highlights the 

magnitude of human influence on the Earth's system. It is an informal unit 

of geologic time which is utilized to specify the latest timeframe in the 

Earth's history when human began to put essentially effects on the Earth 

system and made changes of its elements and processes such as the land 

use, land cover and landscape; climate; environment (pollution and 

degradation); ecosystem and biodiversity (deterioration). 

• The second part of the course will give a broad overview of Anthropocene 

era and human impacts on the environment. 

P2. The Anthropocene Era: How Humans Are Changing the Earth 
System
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General overview of the 
course

• Human actions and natural processes on Earth interact and 

influence one another in a holistic human-Earth system. 

• These exchanges are referred to as feedbacks, or the responses 

of the Earth system to human activities. 

• Climate, for example, affects agricultural productivity, 

renewable energy potential, and water availability, whereas 

human activities such as energy production, industry, and land 

use changes influence temperature and precipitation. 

• Earth responses to human activities in different ways: to fossil 

fuel combustion; land-use and land-cover change; and 

integrated responses through the carbon cycle, the Nitrogen, 

Phosphorus, Sulphur cycles, the hydrological cycle and the 

climate system.

P3. The Responses of the Earth System to Human Activities
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General overview of the 
course

• This part focuses on theory of global change (what is its nature ? How does it 

impact?) and the implications of global sustainability. Besides, students also 

equipped knowledge and skills about adaptive management – a framework that 

contributes to sustainability.

• Global change is the term used to describe changes to the entire Earth system, 

including its interacting physicochemical and biological components as well as the 

effects of human societies on those components. As a result, biology, chemistry, 

physics, and Earth science knowledge are all necessary for understanding the 

causes and effects of the global change phenomena.

• Sustainability is defined in 1987 by the United Nations Brundtland Commission as 

"meeting the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future 

generations to satisfy their own needs". 

• The UN sets in 2015 the 17 priorities for sustainable development by 2030 “The 

Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) give us the way forward to achieve a 

better future and more sustainable for all. They respond to the global challenges 

we face, including those related to poverty, inequality, climate, environmental 

degradation, prosperity, peace and justice. The goals are interconnected and, to 

leave no one behind, it is important to achieve each of them, and each of their 

targets, by 2030”. 

P4. Global change and sustainability
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General overview of the 
course

• In this part, the ecosystem, landscape service definition, classification, modelling, 

mapping and management for sustainability will be given.

• The idea of ecosystem services is quite recent. When the UN released the 

"Millennium Ecosystem Assessment" (MA) in 2005, it gained acceptance among 

decision-makers: Ecosystem services are defined as the direct and indirect 

contributions of ecosystems to human wellbeing and have an impact on our 

survival and quality of life.

• Four primary ecosystem service categories, including: Provisioning services, 

Regulating services, Cultural services, Supporting services. 

• Ecosystem services research has received a lot of attention in recent years, and it 

has become one of the most rapidly expanding areas of study at the junction of 

the environmental and social sciences. It has been dubbed a "cornerstone of 

sustainability research" due to its emphasis on the connection between 

biodiversity, ecosystems and socio-economic systems (Maes et al., 2016).

• A special case of ecosystem services, landscape service was proposed based on 

the idea that the landscape is an ecological system - people in space, providing 

functions valued by humans, and that people modify the landscape to improve its 

function to obtain biological, ecological, social and economic values. It refer to 

services provided by landscapes (Termoschuizen and Opdam, 2009), promote 

participatory research and sustainable landscape planning.

P5. Ecosystem and landscape service management for 
sustainability
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General overview of the 
course

• Important science programs are being developed to enable scientists to analyze 

the "Earth system" to better understand it and to regularly provide studies, 

databases and atlases of its condition over time. 

• That is a huge amount of data - Big Data - that needs to be preprocessed to bring 

it into compliance and then extract information to analyze geographic space, 

climates, ocean currents...

• Dominique LAFFLY as an introduction to the first volume of TORUS precise "Big 

Data is a major issue now raised by the conferences of the parties (COP21, COP22 

and COP23) and incorporates the UN Sustainable Development Goals that speak 

of data philanthropy. "Global big data contains essential data "to solve the climate 

equation", and in particular to improve the energy efficiency of cities and buildings, 

for smart grids, to verify the application of regulations to fight against 

deforestation, overfishing, land degradation, food waste or better managing 

waste, eco-consume or encourage investors to create smart cities... [but it does 

not go without asking moral and ethical questions]" (Wikipedia). 

• Big Data, Artificial Intelligence, Cloud Computing and Geoscience have to work 

together in transdisciplinary science. This requires understanding the "world 

system", this will be the challenge of this teaching unit entitled "Human Earth 

system & Sustainabilty".

P6. The contribution of information to sustainable development
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Skill to be acquired 10
mi
n

The skills acquired with this course make it possible to understand the complexity of the issues 

and solutions for sustainable development at different scales, from local to global and vice 

versa: 

− To be able to think systemically in order to understand the interaction between human and 

the Earth system;

− To be able to identify environmental problems and to suggest solutions based on the 

understanding of the principles of the reciprocal relations between human and the Earth 

system; 

− To be able to use ecosystem and landscape service approach as a tool to manage sustainably 

human-environmental systems;

− To be able to collect data from multiple sources, to process it with the appropriate software 

and to present it via graphs, charts, diagrams, drawings and concept maps.
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Thank you for your attention!
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